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Abstract
Traditional studies simplify vehicle–track–tunnel system into vehicle–track or vehicle–tunnel models
and neglect dynamics influences of vehicle on tunnel through track or track–tunnel on vehicle. This
study established the mathematical model of vehicle and finite element model of track–tunnel to
disclose vibration characteristics of vehicle–track–tunnel coupled dynamic system. Next, a vehicle–
track–tunnel dynamic coupled model was established based on the wheel–rail displacement
coordinated relation. Finally, variation laws of vehicle and stress and displacement fields of tunnel
surrounding rock when the train travelled at speed of 200 km/h were studied under different track slab
stiffness and track structures. Numerical simulation results demonstrate that vehicle vibration indexes
change in the linear law with the increase in track slab stiffness. Sleeper embedded ballastless slab
track has better damping reduction performance than sleeper buried ballastless slab track. The best
damping reduction performance is achieved when the track slab stiffness is 3.5 kPa. The maximum
vertical displacement and stress of the tunnel surrounding rock due to vibration at low levels and the
tunnel surrounding rock slightly influence vibration indexes of vehicles.
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1. INTRODUCTION
High-speed railway is economically efficient, fast, safe, comfortable, and environmentfriendly. This railway has outstanding advantages compared with other means of
transportation. With the increase in vehicle speed, problems due to vehicle-structure coupled
vibration, such as vehicle running quality, infrastructure safety and vibration noises in the
surrounding environment, have become increasingly prominent. Vehicle–tunnel coupled
vibration problem during vehicle running in a tunnel is extremely important. Thus, studying
the coupled dynamic interaction between vehicle and tunnel is the most effective way to
explore damping and noise reduction.
Currently, studies on vehicle–tunnel coupled dynamics mainly focus on solving the
dynamic equation of vehicle running on an irregular track [1-5], which were summarized into
“vehicle dynamics,” “track dynamics,” and “wheel–track interaction” [5-9]. Established
coupling models can be divided into two types, namely vehicle–track system [6] and vehicle–
track–roadbed system [7]. These studies did not analyse vehicle and tunnel structure as an
integral system and neglected the effects of track–tunnel dynamic properties. The vehicle–
track–tunnel coupled vibration problem is complicated due to diversified vehicle structures,
track types, track slab stiffness, and tunnel structures. If only mathematical modelling is used
and only finite degree of freedom of vehicle structure and wheel–track is considered, then
analysing the vibration characteristics of vehicle–track–tunnel coupled system is difficult
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when the multimode of track–tunnel structure is neglected. Studies on the dynamic model and
characteristics of vehicle–track–tunnel coupled vibration are rare.
Therefore, topics, such as vibration characteristics of vehicle–track–tunnel system and
their relationships with vehicle running quality and track–tunnel structure design parameters,
have to be focused to increase the riding comfort of vehicles and safety and durability of
railway structures and reduce environmental vibrations and noises. In this study, the
relationship between vehicle running quality indexes and track–tunnel structural parameters
was analysed using the mathematical and finite element modelling analysis of vehicle–track–
tunnel system. Moreover, optimization design values of these parameters were discussed. The
results provide a theoretical basis to investigate the relationship between tunnel–track
structural design parameters and vehicle running quality.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Numerous researches on coupled vibration of vehicle–railway and vehicle–roadbed systems
have been reported. The main research methodologies include mathematical modelling,
numerical simulation, and model testing. Yang et al. and Bhattiprolu et al. established a twodimensional vehicle–track–roadbed finite element model. They analysed the vehicle runninginduced vibration law of roadbed structure using Newmark’s step-by-step implicit numerical
integration method based on roadbed structural types and vehicle load frequency spectral
features. However, they did not analyse the tunnel vibration response [7, 8]. Sadeghi et al.
transformed the rail vibration problem into a transfer function, which calculates the
frequency/wave velocity of rail and the axial load problems of vehicle, and calculated wheel–
rail contact force under the stimulus of track irregularity. They only studied the vehicle–rail
coupled solving method [9]. Uzzal et al. and Zhang et al. viewed vibration signals as the
combination of periodic vibration through field tests and implemented frequency spectral
analysis through Fourier transformation, thereby obtaining the mathematical expression of the
vibration acceleration of rail [10, 11]. Lei and Wang introduced the simplified vehicle model,
established the kinetic equation of simulated wheel system, and deduced the vibration load of
vehicle based on the work of Uzzal et al. However, they did not further analyse the dynamic
features of vehicle–track system [12]. Zhai et al. discussed the dynamic features of contact
surface between wheel and rail based on wheel–track dynamic interaction and found the best
damping reduction and cross-section shape for small-radius curved section of track [13].
Thompson et al. studied noise problem of high-speed trains in tunnels by numerical
simulation but did not analyse the relationship between noises and vehicle vibration [14].
Regarding vehicle–tunnel dynamic interaction, Koziol and Hryniewicz obtained vehicle
load exciting force curve and power spectrum of track slab and determined time step length
and Rayleigh damping coefficient through the vehicle–track coupled model analysis.
Moreover, inherent frequency of tunnel structure and surrounding rock system was obtained
through modal analysis. However, they did not analyse the vibration law of vehicles [15]. Wei
et al. introduced vehicle–track coupled kinetic equation through dynamic stiffness of soft
soils, established the vertical random vibration model of subway shield tunnel in soft soil
strata and discussed the effects of dynamic stiffness of soft soil on the random vibration of
subway shield tunnel. This study only analysed the vibration frequency of tunnel segment
structure when the train speed is lower than 120 km/h [16]. Lou and Au, and Amirian et al.
established the vehicle–track coupled model based on the Bernoulli–Euler beam principle and
the 3D finite element method and calculated longitudinal stress state of a tunnel [17, 18].
Wang et al. simulated vehicle vibration load through the excitation function by using twodimensional nonlinear finite element method, simulated vehicle vibration load by excitation
function, and studied influences of structural form, stiffness, and curvature of tunnel invert on
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the stress of tunnel surrounding rock [19]. Liang et al. enlisted tunnel into the vehicle
computing model as a substructure and established the vehicle–tunnel coupling dynamic
analysis model. They also analysed the dynamic features of tunnel structure and surrounding
rock under different surrounding rock levels [20]. The preceding studies mentioned mainly
focused on the effects of vehicle vibration on tunnel structure and did not consider vehicle–
track–tunnel as an integral system. Studies on vehicle running parameters and vibration
characteristics of track-tunnel structure parameters are rare.
The preceding analysis suggests that existing studies mainly focused on vehicle–track–
roadbed modelling and its dynamic characteristics, while discussions on the influences of
vibration on tunnel structure and surrounding rock are few. Studies on coupling dynamic
features of vehicle–track–tunnel system are rare. Based on vehicle dynamic mechanics and
numerical simulation, a vehicle–track–tunnel coupling dynamic model was established, and
the effects of track type, vehicle structure, wheel mass, steel rail, and wheel on the ratio of
wheel–load reduction and vibration features of tunnel surrounding rock were discussed. The
remainder of this study is organized as follows. Section 3 describes the vehicle–track–tunnel
modelling and its parameters. Section 4 analyses the vertical vibration acceleration of car
body, dynamic wheel mass, wheel–load reduction ratio, vertical displacement of rail, and
vertical displacement and stress at the top of tunnel surrounding rock. Section 5 draws the
conclusions.

3. MODELLING
3.1 Vehicle–track–tunnel mathematical model
In this study, vehicle and track–tunnel systems were viewed as subsystems that interact and
mutually couple. Wheel–rail interaction was used as the “link” between the two subsystems.
The dynamic features of vehicle–track–tunnel system under varying track structures were
analysed by establishing the dynamic equilibrium equation and decoupling of train–track–
tunnel system using displacement compatibility condition.
A vehicle with secondary suspension or primary spring suspension was used to study the
dynamic response of vehicle–track–tunnel system during high-speed running. Two degrees of
freedom (DOF) of drifting and rolling were considered for each car body, and one DOF of
drifting was considered for each wheelset. The following hypotheses were derived. (1) The
vehicle runs at a constant speed v . (2) Car body and wheelset were considered rigid bodies.
(3) The connecting device between two vehicles will not influence vertical and horizontal
vibrations of a vehicle. (4) Wheelsets remain in contact with the rail surface throughout the
running. The common four-axis vehicle was used as the research object. Figs. 1 and 2 show
the mechanical and mathematical models, respectively. The dynamic equilibrium equation of
the vehicle is as follows:
 M ci
 0


0   Zi  Cczi
 
J ci  i   0

0   Zi   K czi
 
Cc i  i   0

0   Zi  4  K wzi Z wij  Cwzi Z wij 
   

Kc i  i  j 1 ij lij  K wzi Z wij  Cwzi Z wij 



(1)

where Mci and Jci are mass and inertia moment matrices of the vehicle i, respectively; Zi
and i are vertical displacement and corner vector in the centroid of vehicle i, respectively;
Kczi and Cczi are total drifting stiffness and total damping matrices of vehicle i, respectively;
Kc i and Cc i are total rolling stiffness and total damping of vehicle i, respectively; Kwzi and
Cwzi are stiffness and damping of wheelset of vehicle i, respectively; Zwij is the vertical
displacement of the wheelset j of vehicle i, lij is the distance between wheelset j and the centre
of vehicle i, and ij is the sign function of wheelset. ij is 1 and −1 when j is at the front and
rear bogie, respectively.
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Figure 1: Vehicle model.

v
Mci Zi+Z czi Z i+Kczi Z i

Cwzi ( Z wi1+Zwi2+Zwi3+Zwi4) + Kwzi ( Z wi1+Zwi2+Zwi3+Zwi4)
Figure 2: Simplified vehicle model.

Slab track includes sleeper embedded and buried ballastless, they are commonly used in
high-speed railway. Slab track and tunnel were considered as an integral substructure. The
track–tunnel 3D finite element model was established.
In the sleeper embedded ballastless track, rubber boots are installed at the double-block
type or lower part and the surrounding places of two independent rest pads. Subsequently, an
elastic cushion is paved between the bottom of the pad and boots. Then, it is shaped by
pouring concrete mortar on its surrounding and below double sleepers. This track has a
damping reduction performance. The track structure is shown in Fig. 3.
Rail

Suporting block

Ruber pad

2% 2%

Rubber boot

Concrete base
Concrete roadbed

Figure 3: Cross section of sleeper embedded ballastless track.

In sleeper buried ballastless track, concrete mortar in site is poured into a pre-fabricated
integral or double-block sleeper. Then, sleepers are buried into a concrete roadbed or
“vibrated” into the concrete roadbed plate; thus, the sleeper and the concrete roadbed plate
form an integral form. Fig. 4 shows the track structure.
Rail
Fastener

Double block sleeper

1% 1%

Track slab

Concrete bearing layer
Concrete roadbed
Figure 4: Cross section of sleeper buried ballastless track.

The track–tunnel model was established according to the substructure method. During
computation, free vibration frequencies and vibration mode of this substructure could be
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obtained first. Then, coupling vehicle and track–tunnel vibration equations were converted
into independent modal equations. The low-orders of vibration modes were selected in the
computation because the vibration of structures is mainly controlled by several low-order
vibration modes [4, 5]. Therefore, only orders of vibration mode at contact point between
wheelset and rail or rail nodes were analysed. In the computation, vibration variables, namely
Cn  2nn / M n and Kn  n2 / M n , were introduced. Finally, the track–tunnel vibration equation
was obtained:
An  2nn An  n2 An  Fn
(2)
where Fn is the generalized force that acts on the n-order vibration mode of the track–tunnel
system; An is the corresponding generalized coordinates (generalized displacement at one
time-step); Mn, Cn, and Kn are generalized mass, damping, and stiffness, respectively; n is
the angular frequency of n-order vibration mode; and  n is the damping ratio of n-order
vibration mode.
According to the hypothesis, the vertical displacement of wheelset and rail surface during
vehicle running are mutually coupling. The vertical displacement of wheelset (Zwij) is the sum
of track irregularity value Zs (xij) and vertical displacement of track–tunnel vibration Zr (xij).
The vertical displacement at any track–tunnel section Zr (xij) can be obtained by the
superposition of several vibration functions. The displacement coordination equation of the
vehicle–track–tunnel system can be established based on the computation of the first n-orders
of vibration mode:
Z wij   An  n  xij   Z s  xij 
N

(3)

n 1

where n (x) is the n-order of vibration function at one position, Zs (xij) is the vertical
irregularity at xi of the rail surface and is a simulated value, xij is the horizontal coordinate of
the wheelset j of vehicle i on the rail surface.
According to the displacement compatibility condition of vehicle–track–tunnel vibration,
Eqs. (1) and (2) are combined and Eq. (3) is integrated into their simultaneous equation to
obtain the vertical vibration equation set of the vehicle–tunnel system as follows:
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(4)

where Mwi is the wheelset mass of vehicle i, and other signs are the same as in the previous
equation.
Eq. (4) is the coupled dynamic equation set of vehicle–track–tunnel system. This equation
contains a total of 2Nc + N equations, where Nc is the number of vehicles on the track, and N is
number of modal equation sets of track–tunnel submodels. Superposing several representative
groups of low-order vibration modes is necessary. The vibration equation set is solved
through the Newmark– method.
3.2 Track–tunnel finite element model
Although tunnel is in a semi-infinite space, the influence zone of vehicle–tunnel system
vibration can be separated and discredited, and the vehicle–tunnel system model in the finite
space was established. The cut surface of the model’s boundaries, that is, artificial boundary,
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does not exist in the original continuous medium. Therefore, the geometric size of the 3D
finite element model can be thrice the hole height over the tunnel arc along the horizontal
direction, and the tunnel bottom was larger than the hole height. According to existing
experimental data and computing parameters, the longitudinal length of the model should be
at least 24 sleeper bays to ensure computing accuracy [3-6]. In the established model, the
longitudinal length of the tunnel was 50 m. The constraints of the artificial boundary in the
model include horizontal constraint at the side surface and fixed constraint at the bottom
surface. The upper surface was a free boundary. For the convenience of calculation analysis,
10 m buried depth of tunnel, III-level surrounding rock conditions, and composite lining
(primary lining thickness = 30 cm and secondary lining thickness = 50 cm) were determined.
Fig. 5 shows the cross sections of tunnel and track structures. Table I presents the
computing parameters of the materials.

Figure 5: Cross section of the tunnel.
Table I: Computing parameters of materials.
Materials
Surrounding rock
Primary lining
Secondary lining

Elasticity
modulus (GPa)
2.9
29.50
31

Density
(kg/m3)
2200
2500
2500

Poisson’s
ratio
0.30
0.22
0.20

Cohesion
(MPa)
0.25
—
—

Internal friction
angle (°)
40
—
—

Slab track comprises steel rail, fastener, rubber pad, concrete slabs, isolated layer, and
concrete bed. The coordinated working properties and influences of parameter changes of the
model unit were selected to consider dynamic relations of the railway–tunnel model.
(1) Tunnel lining and surrounding rock were simulated by solid45 unit in the entity unit. For
boundary conditions, X- and Z-directional constraints were applied at two sides, Y- and Zdirectional constraints were applied at the bottom, and Z-directional constraint was applied in
the front and back surfaces. (2) Steel rails were viewed as beams based on the elastic
foundation and simulated by Beam 189 unit in the beam unit. (3) In the integral roadbed of
ballastless track, sleepers and the integral roadbed were simulated by solid45 unit in beam
entity unit. (4) Fasteners were simulated by the spring damping unit COMBIN14. These
fasteners have consistent vertical tension and compressive stiffness. Static rigidity was 10–40
kN/mm. All the stiffness values in the model were multiplied by the dynamic-static ratio (1.5).
3.3 Vehicle parameters
The mechanism of structural damping is complicated. The dynamic response of structures
with damping was smaller than that of the structure without damping. Therefore, damping
size significantly influences the dynamic characteristics of the structure. According to existing
experimental data and research results of high-speed railway [15], the computing parameters
of the selected vehicle model are shown in Table II.
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Figure 6: Track–tunnel finite element model.
Table II: Parameters of vehicle model.
Parameters
Car body mass
Rolling inertia of car body
Wheelset mass
Inertia of wheelset
Spring stiffness of wheelset
Damping coefficient of wheelset
Number of wheelsets
Total stiffness of vehicle drifting
Total damping coefficient of vehicle drifting
Total damping coefficient of vehicle rolling
Length of vehicle
Distance between inner wheel to centre of the vehicle
Wheelbase of wheelset

Sign
Mci
Jcj
Mwi
—
Kwzij
Cwzij
Ni
Kczi
Kci
Cczi
Cci
Lci
Lij

Unit
kg
kg . m2
kg
kg . m2
kN / m
kN . s / m
set
kN / m
kN . m
kN . s / m
kN . s . m
m
m

Value
54200
3316352
1900
138
1140
10
4
1140 × 4
320564.352
10 × 4
2812
26.58
7.72

In Table II, the rolling stiffness of the vehicle is:
2
2
Kci  2Kwzi L2ij  2K wzi（Lij  Lw）
 2K wzi
（Lij  2Lw）

(5)

while the rolling damping of the vehicle is:
2
2
Cci  2Cwzi L2ij  2Cwzi
（Lij  Lw）
 2Cwzi（Lij  2Lw）

(6)

First, the modal analysis was carried out based on the 3D finite element tunnel–track
model. The modal state was extracted using the Block Lanczos method to obtain the natural
frequency of vibration and vector. Next, the vehicle–track–tunnel dynamic equilibrium
equation was decoupled through displacement compatibility conditions, and vehicle–track–
tunnel coupled vibration response due to excitation (geometric irregularity) of the wheel–rail
system was analysed.

4. SIMULATION RESULT AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Main indexes of vehicle–track–tunnel system
The dynamic interaction mechanism of the vehicle–track–tunnel system is complicated. In
this study, the design parameters that can reflect the running quality of the vehicle and the
track–tunnel structure or indexes of the dynamic features were investigated, including the
vertical vibration acceleration of vehicle Z c (m / s2), dynamic wheel weight of vehicle Pijw
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(kN), ratio of wheel–load reduction Dj, vertical displacement of rail Zr (mm), vertical
displacement at the top of tunnel surrounding rock Zf (mm), and vertical stress at the top of
tunnel surrounding rock f (MPa).
The vertical vibration acceleration of different vehicles can be calculated from the
decoupling of Eq. (1).
When the rail contact with wheelset j of vehicle i is analysed, this wheelset bears its own
weight, vertical forces from spring and damping, and its own inertia force and counterforce
from rail contact points. These forces help the wheelset achieve a dynamic balance state. Fig.
7 illustrates the mechanical model.

Figure 7: Analysis of motion forces on wheelset.

Based on the drifting equilibrium equation of wheelsets, the acting force of each wheelset
on rails is:
Pijw  Pijs  K wzi  Z wij  ij liji   Cwzi Z wij  ij liji  M wi Z wij
(7)





where Pijs is the static wheel weight of vehicle, Mwi is the wheelset mass of vehicle i,
Pijs = g (1/6 Mci + Mwi) for haulage motor, and Pijs = g (1/4 Mci + Mwi) for trail vehicle. Zwij is the
vertical displacement of wheelset j of vehicle i, and Pijw is the counterforce of rails to the
wheelset j of vehicle i.
The axial ratio of wheel–load reduction of the wheelset j of vehicle i is:
Dj 

pijw  pijs
pijs



pijw
pijs

1

(8)

where pijw is the dynamic wheel weight, and pijs is the average static wheel weight.
The vertical displacement Zr(x) at any cross section of track–roadbed system can be
obtained by the superposition of several modal functions. If the first n-order vibration modes
were selected in computation, then:
N

Z r  x    An  n  x 

(9)

n 1

where n(x) is the n-order vibration function at one position, An is the corresponding
generalized coordinates (generalized displacement under a few time-steps), and x is the
horizontal position at one section.
Vertical displacement Zf and vertical stress f can be calculated from the exciting force of
wheelset (dynamic wheel weight of vehicle in Eq. (4)) through the dynamic finite element
method.
4.2 Dynamic characteristics of vehicle–track–tunnel system
A U-shaped tunnel under III-level surrounding rock conditions was selected. When the train
speed was 200 km/h, the wheel loads for sleeper embedded and sleeper buried ballastless
tracks were calculated through the vehicle–track–tunnel model with variation of track slab
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(Elasticity modulus = 2, 2.5, 3.5, 4 and 5 kPa). Subsequently, dynamic numerical calculation
of the tunnel was conducted. The effects of track on Z c , Pijw, Dj, Zr, Zf, and f were analysed.
Fig. 8 shows that 1) the maximum Z c increases with the increase in track slab stiffness.

Z c is maintained at a reasonable level, which is lower than the discrimination standard of
Japan’s East Sea Route (2.5 m / s2). 2) The maximum Z c significantly increases in the range
of track slab stiffness (2.0 – 3.5 kPa) but becomes stable in the range of 3.5 – 6.0 kPa. 3) The
vehicle vibration acceleration under sleeper embedded ballastless track is smaller than that
under sleeper buried ballastless track because the former has rubber boots and an elastic
cushion layer, which can reduce vibration.

Figure 8: Effects of track type and track slab stiffness on the maximum vertical acceleration of car
body.

Figs. 9 and 10 demonstrate that 1) the maximum Pijw and Dj increase with the increase in
track slab stiffness. The values of these variables are lower than discrimination standards of
irregularity safety and comfort of high-speed railways (250 kN and 0.6, respectively) [13].
2) The sleeper embedded ballastless track has good damping reduction performance because
it comprises rubber boots and an elastic cushion layer. Therefore, maximum Pijw and Dj under
sleeper embedded ballastless track are smaller than those under sleeper buried ballastless
track.

Figure 9: Effects of track type and track slab
stiffness on maximum Pijw.

Figure 10: Effects of track type and track slab
stiffness on maximum Dj.

Fig. 11 shows that 1) the maximum Zr decreases with the increase in track slab stiffness,
and its value is lower than 0.5 mm. This finding completely conforms to the design standard
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(Zr  2 mm) [13]. 2) Sleeper embedded ballastless track has good damping reduction
performance.

Figure 11: Effects of railway type and stiffness of track slab on Zr.

Figs. 12 and 13 show that 1) the maximum Zf and f decrease with the increase in track
slab stiffness, that is, their values are lower than 0.15 mm and 1.5 MPa, respectively.
2) Owing to the superior damping reduction performance of the sleeper embedded ballastless
track, its maximum Zf and f are smaller than those under sleeper buried ballastless track with
similar conditions.

Figure 12: Effects of track type and track slab
stiffness on maximum Zf.

Figure 13: Effects of track type and stiffness
of track slab on maximum f.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This study established the vehicle–track–tunnel model by combining the mathematical vehicle
and finite element submodels of track–tunnel system to disclose the vibration characteristics
of vehicle–track–tunnel system under coupled dynamic interaction. Moreover, the coupled
dynamic equation of the vehicle–track–tunnel model was solved based on wheel–rail
interaction relationship. Factors, such as vertical vibration acceleration of the vehicle,
dynamic wheel weight, ratio of wheel–load reduction, vertical displacement of rail, vertical
displacement and stress at the top of the tunnel surrounding rock which affects the running
quality of vehicles, and dynamic characteristics of the railway–tunnel structure, were analysed.
The following conclusions could be drawn.
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(1) Owing to the same type of track slab, namely sleeper embedded and buried ballastless
tracks, all indexes generally present linear increase or reduction with the increase in track slab
stiffness. The stiffness of the track slab has a slight influence on the safety indexes of driving
vehicles and tunnel/track.
(2) Owing to the same track slab stiffness, the indexes of sleeper embedded ballastless
track are superior to those of sleeper buried ballastless track, thereby indicating that the
sleeper embedded ballastless track has better damping reduction performance.
(3) With comprehensive considerations to design standards of indexes, adopting sleeper
embedded ballastless track is suggested. The appropriate stiffness of track slab is 3.5 kPa.
This value can meet various running indexes and would not blindly increase track slab
stiffness to increase stress performance of tunnel, thus causing wastes.
(4) When vehicles travel in tunnels with III-level surrounding rock, the maximum vertical
displacement and stress at the top of the tunnel surrounding rock are still maintained at a low
level.
Mathematical and finite element models are combined in this study. Vehicle, track–tunnel,
and vehicle–track–tunnel coupled system models are constructed. The parameters in these
models are based on engineering practices to accurately reflect the actual vehicle running in
tunnels. Research conclusions have important guiding significance to establish the matching
relationship between track–tunnel structural design parameters and running quality of vehicle
and evaluate the vibration influence of surrounding environment. The conclusions in this
study still have limitations in investigating the acceleration and braking of vehicle in tunnel
because the established models are based on the uniform motion of vehicle. Further studies
can be carried out by adding acceleration parameters in the vehicle model.
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